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The eye—A gateway to the visual world and to reality

The soul, according to some, has an interpreter—eyes can be an interpreter of the soul. In the same vein, eyes are a gateway to the soul.

But is the eye really a faithful interpreter?

Half tone represents mechanical reproduction—The Media.

This opens up the question—How can we tell if it’s the eye or the media distorting the world/reality?

TONY

Observed by CARTIER, eyes are a gateway to the soul. In the same vein, eyes are a gateway to the soul.

The Media, a gateway, interpreter of reality

Charlotte Bronte

But is the eye really a faithful interpreter?

The movement (spin or something) of impulses into

That’s what causes the motion of the objects—is the object moving or is it the motion of the eyes? Is the object moving? Is the eye moving?

The effect

The eye effect

Supposedly only the eyes cause the eye effect. Now the question is: does the eye effect have an effect on the eye or the other way around? Am I being manipulated by the mind?

This opens up the question as to what is reality, and at what point is it perceived by the mind?

—Charlyke Blais

The eye effect is a visual phenomenon, a transformation of a visual perception. It is a transformation of a visual perception. The visual effect can be seen as an effect of the mind.